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Dates to Remember

1EF PE days—Monday and

Can you practise this week’s

Wednesday

spellings? (adding –ing)
playing

1PW—PE days—Monday and

copying

Thursday

pulling

showing

pushing
printing

Can you think of any
more that work in this
pattern?

In phonics we have been looking at the prefix ‘-un’ and
how we can add this onto the start of some words to
change their meanings.

Can you add the prefix ‘-un’ to the start of these words to change their
meanings? Choose one to write in a super sentence.
kind

lock

tie

fold

like

well

safe

clear

This week in English we have innovated our poem ‘Here is the
Seed’ to become ‘Here is the Mouse’.
Can you have a go at inventing your own poem based on this,
but innovate the animals?
Remember, have a try at finding words that rhyme so that it
follows the pattern of the poems we have looked at recently.
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Handwriting

KIRFS
Counting in 25
Can you write out a number line
counting in 5s up to 60?

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EemjeA2Djjw

Maths

This week in maths we have continued our learning all

about time.
We have been working hard at using clocks to tell the time
to the hour.
Can you have a go with a watch/clock at home at telling the
time to the hour?
Can you have a go at writing the time and what happened at
the time you recorded?

Topic
This half term we are exploring the topic “Where do and
did the wheels on the bus go?’
Can you create something to show what you have learned
during this topic?
You can present this in any way you wish.
Please bring the topic projects in to show in
the last week of half term (w/c 18.7.22).

